The Kolmogorov superposition theorem states, in the form of Lorentz [4] , that there exist 2/i + 1 real valued functions (/>,, . . ., </>2n+i continuous on the closed unit cube, /", in R" such that for any/ G C(I") there is g G C(R) such that (*) f(x)= 2 £(<*»,(*)) for all x G /". ;=i
In fact one may take </>, to be of the form <f>¡(x¡, . . . , xn) = 2p_,e/ty,(A/J) where \p¡ G C(I). The various proofs of this result, e.g., [2] , [3] , [4] , all make use of the uniform continuity of /. Recently, Doss [1] , has proven the following theorem.
Theorem. There are functions ipv . . ., ifon-i» <h> • • • > §in+\ e C(R") such that for any f G C(R") there exist g, h G C(R) such that /(*)-2 H*i(x))+ 2 «?(*,(*)) for all x ER". i=i i=i
Our main result is that there is a choice of <£,, . . . , <t>2n+\ such that for bounded functions (and some unbounded ones) we may take h = 0. It has as an immediate corollary that every/ G C(R") can be represented in terms of 4*1' • • • > Qin+v tne tangent function, and a function of a single variable. In the spirit of Hedberg [2] , we obtain the existence of the <i>,'s by means of a category argument. We then show that if / has compact support, then the representing function g must decay exponentially to zero away from the support of /. Paracompactness of R" enables us to complete the proof. The norm used on functions is always the uniform norm on R" unless stated otherwise.
Throughout this paper n > 2 is a fixed but arbitrary integer and for m > 0 we define the following subsets of R": Bm = {x: \\x\\ < m), Sm = {x: \\x\\ = m], and Rm = {x: m -1 < ||;c|| < m}; here we use the lx norm. We now recall the cubes of Kolmogorov, [3] , [4] . Lemma 1. There exist closed, bounded cubes {c^k: 1 < q < 2« + 1, k > 1, i E N) and strictly decreasing null sequences {ak}k>x, {bk}k>x such that (1) For fixed k each point of R" is contained in at least n + 1 of the cubes {<$: 1 < q < 2n+ T,/eN}.
(2) For fixed k and q, the cubes {c¡9k: i E N} are disjoint. Proof. Following Lorentz [4, p. 173], we let e > 0 be such that n(n + 1)"' + e < 9. Let ./V be so large that if \\x -y\\ < aN (cf. Lemma 1), then \f(x) -/( v)| < e||/||. Let k > N be such that the sets <t>q(c,q¡k), 1 < q < 2« + 1, i E N, are mutually disjoint. We define g to be constant on each set §q{c?k) the constant being the value of (n + l)-1/ at the center of ch. Extending g linearly to all of R we see that (a) is satisfied. The proof of (b) follows as in [4] . To prove (c) note that g{$q{c?k)) i= {0} only if c?k n ( U j-o-^m+y) = 0 an<i use part (a) of Lemma 2.
The next result shows that if f(x) has compact support, then it can be represented in the form (*) where the function g{x) decays to zero exponentially as x -* oo.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Proof. The assumptions insure that the series 2"=0£m converges uniformly on compact subsets of R.
We have not been able to extend Theorem 1 to all unbounded functions. However, it is possible to represent unbounded functions by nonlinear superpositions of the <i>,'s.
Corollary
2. There is a constant K > 0 such that for f G C(R"), there exists g G C(R) with \\g\\ < Kandf(x) = tan^lYg(^(x))} for all x G R".
above, replace Rm by {x E fi: \/m < dist(x, 9fl) < \/{m -1)}, Sm by {x £ S2: dist(jt, 8ß) = l/m] and 5m by {x E ñ: 1/w < dist(x, 3ß)}.
